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Poxviruses (Poxviridae) are a family of double-stranded DNA vi-
ruses with no RNA stage. Members of the genus Orthopoxvirus
(OPV) are highly invasive and virulent. It was recently shown that
the taterapox virus (TATV) from a West African rodent is the sister
of camelpox virus and therefore belongs to the clade closest to the
variola virus (VARV), the etiological agent of smallpox. Although
these OPVs are among the most dreaded pathogens on Earth, our
current knowledge of their genomes, their origins, and their
possible hosts is still very limited. Here, we report the horizontal
transfer of a retroposon (known only from reptilian genomes) to
the TATV genome. After isolating and analyzing different subfam-
ilies of short interspersed elements (SINEs) from lizards and snakes,
we identified a highly poisonous snake (Echis ocellatus) from West
Africa as the closest species from which the SINE sequence discov-
ered in the TATV genome (TATV-SINE) was transferred to the virus.
We discovered direct repeats derived from the virus flanking the
TATV-SINE, and the absence of any snake-derived DNA flanking the
SINE. These data provide strong evidence that the TATV-SINE was
actually transferred within the snake to the viral genome by
retrotransposition and not by any horizontal transfer at the DNA
level. We propose that the snake is another host for TATV,
suggesting that VARV-related epidemiologically relevant viruses
may have derived from our cold-blooded ancestors and that
poxviruses are possible vectors for horizontal transfer of retro-
posons from reptiles to mammals.

Bov-B long interspersed element � lateral transfer � Orthopoxvirus �
retrotransposition � Sauria short interspersed element

Short interspersed elements (SINEs) are a type of retroposon
(70–500 bp) that invade new genomic sites by a copy-and-

paste mechanism through integration of a reverse-transcribed
copy of RNA (1, 2). The retrotransposition of nonautonomous
SINEs depends on the enzymatic retrotranspositional machinery
of their autonomous partner long interspersed elements
(LINEs), which encode a reverse transcriptase (RT) and endo-
nuclease (EN). The mechanism of LINE retrotransposition (3)
is termed ‘‘target-primed reverse transcription’’ (TPRT) and was
adopted for partner SINE retrotransposition because the cor-
responding identical 3� tail sequence of a SINE is recognized by
the RT of its partner LINE (4–6). In TPRT, the EN initiates a
nick on one strand of the targeted DNA. Subsequently, the 3�
OH introduced by this nick is used to prime cDNA synthesis,
using an RNA transcript of a SINE or LINE as a template. TPRT
usually results in a pair of direct repeats flanking the inserted
retroposon, a hallmark of retrotransposition.

SINE families and subfamilies, which are defined by the
presence of diagnostic nucleotides, namely a set of specific
nucleotides that differ from those of a consensus sequence, can
be found specifically within members of a particular phylogenetic
lineage. Their role as effective markers for elucidating evolu-
tionary history has been demonstrated in many studies (7–14).
Apart from their vertical transfer, in rare cases SINEs can be
transferred horizontally, such as in salmonid fishes (15). The
horizontal transfer of SINE members of a particular SmaI
subfamily was supposedly from coregonid salmonid fishes to two
distantly related salmonid fishes. It also has been shown that

salmonid SINEs were acquired by schistosomes by parasitic
infection of salmonid fish (16), results which were recently
expanded by our group (17).

The phenomenon of horizontal transfer has been particularly
studied in bacteria (18) and viruses. Many well supported cases
for horizontal transfer between viruses and their hosts are
known. For example, it has been suggested that up to 50% of the
poxvirus gene families show some evidence of horizontal gene
transfer from their hosts (19). Two subfamilies of poxviruses can
be distinguished, namely entomopoxvirinae (insects hosts) and
chordopoxvirinae (vertebrate hosts). Their genomes range in
size from 130 to 380 kbp and harbor a considerable number of
genes (�200). All sequences of the viral DNA ligase family of
poxviruses were proposed to have been acquired by the common
ancestor of chordopoxvirinae from a mammalian host because
all viral members show high similarity to mouse or human DNA
ligase III sequences (20). Strong evidence for horizontal transfer
events also comes from poxvirus-encoded dUTPase sequences,
which in phylogenetic analyses cluster with mammalian host
dUTPase sequences (21). However, there are no reports of
retroposon sequences from eukaryotic hosts in poxvirus ge-
nomes. More common is the integration of sequences from viral
sources into poxvirus genomes. For example, a unique relation-
ship exists between fowlpox virus and reticuloendotheliosis virus
(22–25). It was shown that the integration of reticuloendotheli-
osis virus into the genome of fowlpox virus may have some
benefit to fowlpox virus for infection of poultry previously
vaccinated against fowlpox (24). Poxviruses are distributed uni-
versally, and zoonoses of many of the orthopoxvirus (OPV)
isolates have been reported. For example, VARV was respon-
sible for an estimated 300–500 million human deaths in the 20th
century and is nowadays feared as a bioterrorism pathogen (26,
27). A recent data set of 45 complete genomes of VARV and
several non-human mammalian strains of OPVs (28) showed
that most closely related to VARV are the camelpox virus (29)
and TATV, which was isolated in 1968 from Kemp’s gerbil
(Tatera kempi)† in Benin, West Africa (30).

Results and Discussion
Here, we describe the horizontal transfer of a SINE (Sauria
SINE) from a reptilian genome (the snake Echis ocellatus) to the
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TATV genome. Sauria SINEs are �350 nucleotides long and are
widely distributed among lizards and snakes, the most diverse
group of living reptiles (Squamata). They comprise a typical 5�
tRNA-related region, a tRNA-unrelated region, and a 3� tail
region (containing short tandem repeats) which is derived from
ubiquitous squamate Bov-B LINEs (12). Using the complete
TATV genome sequence (accession no. DQ437594), we discov-
ered an insertion of a Sauria SINE at position 33368–33720 with
clearly recognizable direct repeats, typical 3� end Sauria SINE
characteristic tandem repeats and RNA polymerase III-specific

internal promoter sequences. This Sauria SINE is not present in
other OPV genomes, yet the orthologous genomic location in all
published OPVs is the same as the virus sequence surrounding
the Sauria SINE (Fig. 1A). To our knowledge, this is the first
discovery of a retroposon insertion in a virus genome. Extensive
RepeatMasker database searches did not reveal SINEs in viruses
other than taterapox.

Our initial sequence analyses revealed that sequences of
Sauria SINE subfamilies described for varanid lizards [Varanus
indicus (mangrove monitor)] and snakes [Azemiops feae (Fea’s

Fig. 1. TATV-SINE locus aligned with consensus sequences of six Sauria SINE subfamilies. (A) Alignment of genomic regions of six OPVs showing the TATV-SINE
insertion and 50 bp of flanking regions, including the single insertion site (boxed in light gray), of closely related OPVs (28). (B) SINE sequences isolated from
genomes of varanid lizards comprise four different subfamilies (VAR�-type, VAR�-type, VAR�-type, and VAR�-type sequences). VAR�-type members share an 8-bp
insertion (unshaded box, positions 81–88) with both subfamilies isolated from genomes of snakes (AFE and EOC). The EOC Sauria SINE subfamily and the
TATV-SINE are closely related (diagnostic nucleotides are boxed). Each CpG site is marked with an asterisk. Nucleotide positions 28 and 304 are marked with a
plus (see Fig. 2 for further explanation). The two deletions in the TATV-SINE sequence (positions 344 and 361) could have been created upon retrotransposition
of the SINE. Functional regions are boxed in dark gray: the 5� end RNA polymerase III-specific internal promoter sequences (A-Box and B-Box) and the 3� end
stem-loop structure for RT recognition (12).
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viper)] are closely related to the TATV-SINE (12). These
squamates belong to a clade recently defined as Toxicofera,
referring to the presence of venom in this phylogenetic lineage
(32, 33). To track the evolution of the TATV-SINE sequence, we
investigated new Sauria SINEs in Toxicofera species with dif-
ferent geographical distribution and experimentally isolated 38,
13, and 17 SINE loci from the genomes of E. ocellatus (carpet
viper, West African distribution), Varanus griseus (desert mon-
itor, North African and Indo-Asian distribution), and Varanus
timorensis (spotted tree monitor, Indo-Australian distribution),
respectively. Analyses of these sequences revealed diagnostic
nucleotides that made it possible to divide repetitive sequences
of the analyzed lizards and snakes into four and two different
subfamilies, respectively (Fig. 1B). The VAR�-type subfamily
closes the gap of Sauria SINE sequence evolution between
lizards and snakes, as shown in Fig. 1B (positions 81–88 are
boxed), whereas the Sauria SINE subfamily isolated from E.
ocellatus, named EOC, is most closely related to the TATV-
SINE, as shown by 24 boxed diagnostic nucleotides (Figs. 1B and
2). The carpet viper belongs to the group of advanced snakes
(Caenophidia, 2,500� species) whose radiation dates back at
least 100 million years. This evolutionary time frame seems to
correlate not only with the evolution of the snake venom system
(33) but also with the origin of Sauria SINE-specific EOC
members in advanced snakes (Fig. 3 A and B), which represent
ancestors of the TATV-SINE (Fig. 3C). Although we cannot rule
out the possibility that an Echis species different from E.
ocellatus is responsible for the generation of the TATV-SINE, we

have good reason to believe that the TATV-SINE was derived
from E. ocellatus. The geographical distributions of four Echis
species (E. ocellatus, Echis leucogaster, Echis jogeri, and Echis
pyramidum) partially overlap with the geographical distribution
of T. kempi. However, the overlap with E. jogeri and E. pyrami-
dum is very small and the distribution of E. leucogaster is mostly
northwest of E. ocellatus (34).

The largest overlap is with E. ocellatus, which also lives in the
geographical region where TATV was isolated from Kemp’s
gerbil (refs. 30 and 34 and Fig. 4). Hence, this snake might even
represent a potential source species of VARV-related viruses.
Furthermore, the low level of variation among EOC members
suggests that the source gene of subfamily members within the
genome of the carpet viper is very young and highly active in its
retrotransposition of offspring copies [supporting information
(SI) Fig. 6]. A low average genetic distance within Echis species
and its proposed historically younger radiation in comparison
with some other viperid clades (35) supports this observation.
We could divide the 38 EOC members into five distinct sub-
subfamilies based on the distribution of few diagnostic nucleo-
tides (Fig. 2 and SI Fig. 6). In this way, we uncovered the
particular source sequence of the TATV-SINE in the genome of
E. ocellatus. Four Sauria SINE subsubfamily loci (EOC-I, SI Fig.
6) are identical to the TATV-SINE and cluster together with the
TATV snake retroposon in phylogenetic analyses (Fig. 2). Thus,
our results demonstrate the genealogy of vertically transferred
Sauria SINE members in lizards and snakes and uncover the

Fig. 2. Phylogenetic tree of Sauria SINEs and TATV-SINE obtained by the maximum-likelihood method. The relationships of investigated Sauria SINE subfamily
consensus sequences of lizards and snakes are illustrated. Sauria SINEs of lacertid lizards (POM, Podarcis muralis, common wall lizard) and iguanian lizards (ACA,
Anolis carolinensis, green anole) served as outgroups and are boxed in gray (12). We categorized EOC SINE members into five subsubfamilies to show the precise
origin of the TATV-SINE (EOC-I to EOC-V). Subsubfamily EOC-I differs from the EOC consensus sequence by two diagnostic nucleotides that are shared with the
TATV-SINE (positions 28 and 304 in Fig. 1B; see also positions 51 and 330 in SI Fig. 6). Numbers below the branches represent puzzle support values for Sauria
SINE subfamilies. Numbers above the branches correspond to diagnostic nucleotides (dn) in subfamilies/subsubfamilies.
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horizontal transfer of one particular Sauria SINE member to the
TATV genome.

The alignment of OPVs revealed that the direct repeats
flanking the TATV-SINE were derived from the viral genome
(Fig. 1 A), indicating that the TPRT was accomplished by using
the viral DNA as a target and a Sauria SINE RNA as a template.
The fact that Sauria SINEs are only present in the genomes of
lizards and snakes constitutes strong evidence that the retro-
transposition actually occurred in the reptilian genome. An
EN-independent retrotransposition event could have been ex-
pected if the TPRT resulted in a retroposon insertion without
direct repeats and a 3� tail truncation of the repetitive element.
However, as the complete structure of the TATV-SINE and its
f lanking regions in the TATV genome are well preserved, we can
exclude an EN-independent retrotransposition pathway that was
described for human LINE1 insertions in Chinese hamster ovary

cells (36, 37). Furthermore, members of the Sauria SINE
subsubfamily EOC-I are identical to the TATV-SINE and were
identified only in the genome of E. ocellatus (Fig. 3C). The above
evidence also indicates that the TATV-SINE was not horizon-
tally transferred at the DNA level in the body of Kemp’s gerbil.
Instead, the term ‘‘horizontal retrotransposition’’ might be more
appropriate (Fig. 5). Thus, it seems most likely that the SINE
entered the TATV genome while TATV replicated in snake
cells. Although this conclusion is somewhat speculative because
it is based on a single retrotransposition event, additional events
possibly could be identified upon analysis of SINE insertions in
virus genomes after experimental infection of snake cells with
TATV, a virological approach certainly of interest in future
studies. In this context, it should be noted that the TATV
genome that harbored the TATV-SINE was sequenced (28)
from the replication-competent gerbil virus that was character-
ized �30 years ago (30). At that time it was shown that TATV
grew well in Vero, LLC-MK2, GMK-AH, and RK-13 cell lines,
in primary monkey kidney cells, and in human diploid fibroblasts
(FS-9). In these cells TATV produced a cytopathic effect similar
to that of VARV but distinct from that of ectromelia, monkey-
pox, rabbitpox, cowpox, or vaccinia virus. As with VARV, the
cytopathic effect produced by TATV started with hypertrophic
foci and progressed to the formation of syncytial cells and
plaques (30). Overall, most OPVs, especially those closely re-
lated to VARV, are presumed capable of establishing infections
in humans. Our data provide strong evidence that the carpet
viper was infected by a VARV-related virus. Although we cannot
rule out the possibility that the snake became temporarily
infected by a pathogen, given our data it is reasonable to propose
that snakes are possible hosts of TATV and to suggest that snakes
should be investigated with regard to whether they may carry

‡Although only T. kempi is shown in the electrophoresis, several other rodents were tested
under these PCR conditions. However, the results were the same (data not shown).

Fig. 3. Distribution of Sauria SINE subfamily EOC and subsubfamily EOC-I. (A)
Genomic DNA from snakes, lizards and rodents‡ was amplified by PCR, using
primers EOCconsF and EOCconsR (see Material and Methods). A discrete PCR
product of �340 bp was generated in all three major lineages of advanced
snakes (lanes 1–4 Viperidae; lane 5 Elapidae; lane 6, Colubridae) but not in
other snakes (lane 7), lizards (lanes 8–10), or rodents (lane 11). (B) Phyloge-
netic relationships of snakes. (C) Genomic DNA from snakes, lizards, and
rodents‡ was amplified by PCR, using Sauria SINE-specific subsubfamily prim-
ers EOC-I-F and EOC-I-R (see Material and Methods). A discrete PCR product of
�315 bp was generated only in E. ocellatus (lane 1). Lane 1 E. ocellatus; lane
2, E. coloratus; lane 3, Macrovipera lebetina; lane 4, Crotalus horridus; lane 5,
Notechis scutatus; lane 6, Natrix tesselata; lane 7, Boa constrictor; lane 8, V.
griseus; lane 9, V. timorensis; lane 10, P. muralis; lane 11, T. kempi. M, size
marker.

Fig. 4. Overlapping geographical distributions of the rodent T. kempi and
the snake E. ocellatus in Africa. The distributions of T. kempi and E. ocellatus
are shown in light gray and dark gray ellipses, respectively. TATV was isolated
from Kemp’s gerbil, caught in Benin (black) at the time of an epidemic of
human smallpox (30). Kemp’s gerbil and the carpet viper are distributed in the
entire Benin region.
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variola-like viruses. This may help us to better understand the
two closest relatives of VARV in camels and gerbils (28).

If the snake and the rodent is a host of TATV, this virus or related
viruses might function as a vector for horizontal transfer of retro-
posons from reptile genomes to mammalian genomes. Previously,
the mite Proctolaelaps regalis was proposed to serve as a vector for
the horizontal transfer of mobile P elements between different
Drosophila species (38). Here, we propose that poxviruses might
similarly be a vector for the horizontal transfer of retroposons from
reptiles (specifically advanced snakes) to mammals. Bov-B LINEs
were initially discovered in ruminants but later shown to be
ubiquitous in squamate genomes. Given the patchy distribution of
Bov-B LINEs among mammalian genomes, these LINEs were
proposed to have been transferred horizontally from the ancestor
of advanced snakes to the ancestor of ruminants (39). Although the
issue of horizontal transfer versus vertical inheritance of retro-
posons has been discussed in detail (40), our data suggest that
retroposons might be horizontally transferred from reptiles to
mammals, using poxviruses as a vector. In this context, it should be
mentioned that many different retroposons, such as Bov-tA and
Bov2A (41, 42), are structurally related to Bov-B LINEs that reside
in ruminant genomes, whose diversification might have been less
dramatic if Bov-B LINEs were not horizontally transferred from
reptiles to ruminants. Besides Bov-B LINEs, mammalian genomes
contain a large number of mammalian-wide interspersed repeats
(MIRs), some of which require the activity of Bov-B LINEs for
amplification through the recognition of common tail sequences
(43). Therefore, considering that retroposon amplification may
underlie accelerated evolution of species (10), the horizontal trans-

fer and insertion of retroposons from reptiles to mammals could
have contributed to accelerated evolution of many mammalian
lineages.

Materials and Methods
DNA Extraction. Genomic DNA from lizards, snakes, and rodents
was isolated by standard phenol-chloroform extraction (44).

Construction and Screening of Genomic Libraries. Genomic libraries
of two lizards (V. timorensis and V. griseus) and one snake (E.
ocellatus) were constructed by complete digestion of genomic DNA
with HindIII followed by sedimentation through a sucrose gradient
and selection of DNA fragments of up to 2 kbp. The size-
fractionated genomic DNA was ligated into HindIII-digested
pUC18 plasmids at 37°C overnight. Aliquots of the ligation reac-
tions were transformed into Escherichia coli DH5-� cells. Colonies
were transferred to membranes for screening. Sauria SINE loci
were screened by using internal SINE primers (TATV-S1F,
TWAAGACRCTGAGCTTGTC; TATV-S1R, TGTTACCTTC-
CCACCGWAGT) labeled by primer extension in the presence of
[�-32P]dCTP. Alternatively, [�-32P]dATP-labeled internal primer
sequences were used to screen for novel Sauria SINE sequences.
Hybridization was performed at 42°C overnight in a solution of 6�
SSC containing 1% SDS, 2� Denhardt’s solution, and 100 �g/ml
herring sperm DNA and washed 2 times at 45–55°C for 10 min in
a solution of 2� SSC containing 1% SDS.

Sequencing of Cloned DNA. Positive plasmid clones that appeared to
contain SINE loci were recolonized, and the inserts cloned and

Fig. 5. Horizontal retrotransposition of a Sauria SINE to a poxvirus in the cell of a highly poisonous snake. SINEs and LINEs are transcribed through internal
promoter sequences by RNA polymerases. Each SINE family recruits the enzymatic machinery for retrotransposition (RT and EN) from the corresponding LINE
family through an identical 3� tail sequence (6). Reverse transcription and integration of the Sauria SINE into the viral genome occurred within the body of E.
ocellatus. Direct repeats (DR) derived from the virus flanking the Sauria SINE show that the horizontal transfer was actually a horizontal retrotransposition.
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sequenced by using universal primers M4 and RV (TaKaRa Bio,
Shiga, Japan). Sequencing was performed with an ABI PRISM
3100 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).

PCR. Genomic DNA of snakes, lizards and rodents was amplified by
PCR, using internal primers specific for the Sauria SINE subfamily
EOC (EOCconsF, AGGGACGCAGTGGCTCAGTG; EOCco-
nsR, AAGGTTCCCCCGCACATATG) and for the Sauria SINE
subsubfamily EOC-I (EOC-I-F, GCAGTGGCTCAGTGGGT-
TAA; EOC-IR, TAGTCGTTTCCGACTCTAGGGTG). PCR
conditions were as follows: After initial denaturation for 3 min at
94°C, 33 cycles were performed consisting of 30 s of denaturation
at 94°C; 50 s of annealing at 60 and 70°C, respectively; and 40 s of
elongation at 72°C.

Sequence Analyses. Multiple sequence alignments were constructed
by using CLUSTAL W software (45) followed by visual inspection
for errors. Database searches were performed with BLASTN
software (46). OPV sequences with the following accession num-
bers were taken from GenBank: taterapox virus, DQ437594; cam-
elpox virus, AY009089; smallpox strain A virus, DQ441416; small-
pox strain B virus, DQ441433; smallpox strain C virus, DQ441419;
and cowpox virus, DQ437593. We screened SINE/LINE elements

in virus sequences against an enhanced RepeatMasker library
(www.repeatmasker.org). We extracted SINE/LINE sequences
from the RepeatMasker library and complemented the original
version of this library with Sauria SINEs and other novel repetitive
elements to construct a new RepeatMasker library that comprised
all known SINE/LINE data.

Using TREE-PUZZLE 5.0, a maximum likelihood analysis
based on the HKY85 model was performed by using the discrete
gamma distribution (eight categories) for site heterogeneity (47).
Puzzling supports were based on 25,000 replicates. Frequently
encountered CpG sites were not included in the analyses of
diagnostic nucleotides and the maximum likelihood analysis.
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